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Abstract packet in a large-scale WSN. Substantial research effort is
undertaken which mainly falls into two categories: packet-

Reliable transmission service is in dire need for many loss avoidance and packet-loss recovery. Packet-loss avoid-
applications in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Most ex- ance approaches [21, 23] try to reduce the occurrence of
isting routing protocols however, seriously suffer from low packet loss by selecting more productive next-hop nodes
end-to-end success rates in real deployments. Through ex- or introducing multiple data paths during transmissions. To
tensive experiments on a test-bed ofMica2 nodes, we iden- the opposite, packet-loss recovery approaches try to recover
tify three key problems that hinder the reliable packet deliv- the packet loss when it happens. It can be done in an either
ery. In order to address these problems and therefore to pro- end-to-end or per-hop manner [17]. However, in real envi-
vide a reliability-oriented transmission service, we propose ronments challenges still exit that calls for further investi-
a novel in-middle recovery mechanism thatfills the gap be- gations.
tween the traditional per-hop recovery and end-to-end re- The first challenge is the long transmission paths in
covery mechanisms. To realize such an idea, we design and large-scale WSNs. Usually the communication range of a
implement proliferation routing that leverages randomized sensor node is short (about 10 meters for Mica2 [2]), while
dispersity and reproduction. The distinctive feature ofpro- the application field can be large. The end-to-end path can
liferation routing is its great flexibility. Not only can it be be up to hundreds of hops. In the case of 200 hops, the
applied with any Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol end-to-end success rate decreases to 1% even if the per-hop
and routing metric, but also a desired service quality can success rate is as high as 99%.
be effectively derived by controlling the system parameters. The second challenge is the self-congestion phenomena
Such a feature is revealed by theoretical analysis and con- due to the radio interference and collisions. In mesh-based
firmed by implementation and simulation experiments. In a and multi-path approaches, the multiple data copies intro-
specific experiment setup, proliferation routing can increase duced by the same data often interfere with each other, re-
the end-to-end transmission success rate up to 70% com- duce the limited bandwidth and thus cause congestions to
pared with the well-known hop-based routing andflooding. forwarding nodes.

The third challenge is the bad link propagation problem
due to the unreliable links. In theory a wireless network
can be modeled as a graph based on the hops and all the

1 Introduction links are homogenous. In practice however, wireless links
provide very different link qualities [4-6, 11, 16, 18, 22, 24].
Transmission service based on hops will thereafter suffer

The emerging wireless sensor network (WSN) technol- from poor performance in a real setup. More details of the
ogy [1] is compelling for a wide spectrum of applications problem will be given in later Section 3.
[8]. For many safety-critical applications such as disaster To address these challenges, in this paper we propose a
detections and rescue, reliable transmission service is cru- novel kind of transmission service called in-middle recov-
cial as the loss of an urgent packet can potentially lead to ery. The main objective of in-middle recovery is to fill the
severe property loss and casualties. Concerning the data gap between the per-hop recovery and the end-to-end re-
redundancy, usually a level of delivery rate (e.g., 50%) is covery. The basic idea is that packet-loss is detected and
required. recovered in a several-hop manner rather than per-hop or

It has been a challenging task to successfully deliver a end-to-end. An immediate advantage is that packet-loss due
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to congestions will not be further degraded by the per-hop 2 Related Work
recovery. More over, a level of end-to-end transmission ser-
vice quality can be guaranteed when transmissions are mon-
itored and recovered in a larger scale than per-hop. In the precentlanys resear eots hv beN devoetoim* ~~prove the transmission reliability in WSNs. The various
last, in-middle recovery is able to offer a great potential of approaches can be classified as packet-loss avoidance ap-
compatibility and flexibility. It can be adopted in conjunc- proaches and packet-loss recovery approaches.
tion with any per-hop and end-to-end recovery mechanism; In packet-loss avoidance approaches, routing paths are
any routing metrics such as the hop, geographic distance carefully selected to reduce the occurrence of packet loss.and the link quality can be employed; and there is no prereq- Such a goal is often achieved by selecting more produc-
uisite for the MAC protocol. Therefore, in-middle recovery tive forwarding nodes or by multi-path transmissions. In
mechanism grants more freedom for developers to trade the the former such as GeRaF [23], [14] and ETX [7], forward-
energy cost with the quality of transmission service that de- ing nodes are carefully evaluated and the node of a higher
sired...Toirealizedsuch.an idea, we design and implement an in- probability of delivery is employed. Different approachesTo realize such anidea,wedesignanimvary in the evaluation metrics applied. For example, in
stance of in-middle recovery called proliferation routing. It GeRaF [23] the geographic distance was used. In ETX [7]
adopts two fundamental techniques, randomized dispersity and [19] a loss-aware metric is advocated. In our work we
combined with a reproduction procedure. The major con- adopt a similar idea as well. However, such approaches be-
tributions made in this paper are summarized as follows, long to the best-effort strategy that usually has no guarantee

of the service quality. Another way of packet-loss avoid-
Wermplefesnt approtoy esyse t realuaen thenpr ance is involving more data paths such as GRAB [21], Di-
formance of existing approaches in a real environment. rect Diffusion [12], ReINFORM [9]. They can be applied
The key problems deteriorating the performance are

rec Difso '1] eNOM[] hycnb ple
Tighlighekey together with either hop or geographic routing metric. How-

ever, none of these multi-path schemes has further recovery

2. We propose the new in-middle recovery that fills the mechanisms once the data paths are initialized. The fail-

gap between the traditional end-to-end recovery and ure of each data path will immediately lead to a permanent
hurt of the final deliver . Therefore the performance gamper-hop recovery. To realize such an idea, we design y g

and implement proliferation routing a unified routing will easily be canceled by long path transmissions. For ex-

scheme. ample, three paths can improve the reliability of a 10-hop
transmission from 35% to 72%, assuming the per-hop re-

3. We conduct extensive mathematical analysis for pro- liability is 90%. However, it becomes only 32% when the
liferation routing to study the impact of control param- length is increased to 20 hops. Additional paths have to be
eters which are the key to trade the energy cost with added which often lead to a more severe packet-loss due to
the end-to-end reliability. the radio interference and congestions.

In packet-loss recovery approaches, retransmissions are
4. Implementation experiments show that end-to-end carried out to recover packet loss when it happens. Exist-

packet delivery rate can be increased up to 70% com- ing recovery can be classified as end-to-end recovery and
pared with hop-based routing scheme. per-hop recovery. End-to-end recovery, like TCP that we

adopted in traditional networks, is widely believed that not
5. We also conduct comprehensive simulation experi- suitable for WSNs unless the big latency and the large en-

ments to verify the effectiveness of the system parame- ergy cost are acceptable. On the contrary, per-hop recov-
ters. It is showed that the end-to-end reliability can be ery was advocated by many researchers such as PSFQ [17]
maintained at a predictable level by finely tuning the and [3]. More recent research interests mainly focus on effi-
system parameters. cient packet-loss detections and recovery. Although in the-

ory loss-free wireless links can be provided by unrestricted
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec- per-hop retransmissions. In practice however, an unlimited

tion 2, we give an overview of the related work. In Section number of retransmissions are prohibitive due to the large
3, we present some test-bed experimental results that high- energy cost and the potential congestions (by default the
light the problems in real settings. The in-middle recov- upper limit of retransmissions is 3 in TinyOS). Since wire-
ery and the design of proliferation routing are described in less links are not loss-free, errors will be accumulated in
Section 4, followed by analytical results in Section 5. Per- multi-hop routing and finally arrive to an unacceptable level
formance evaluations are presented in Section 6. The last for end-to-end transmissions. Therefore, transmission ser-
section concludes this paper and introduces some possible vices solely relying on per-hop recovery usually have no
future research directions. guaranteed service quality. These observations motive us
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to propose the new in-middle recovery mechanism that at-
tempts to fill the gap between end-to-end and per-hop re- outdoor environments are investigated. Two performance
covery mechanism. metrics are measured:

Our implemented proliferation routing appears similar
with ant-routing.....[26] in some aspects. However, they are . End-to-end transmission success rate (v). It is defined
intrinsically different. The core idea of ant-routing was on as the ratio of the successfully delivered packets to the
target of network dynamics by using a flow of data packets. total packets generated by the data source. No per-hop
Its goal was to ensure that nodes had sufficient information or end-to-end recovery mechanism is employed. The
to seek alternative paths when the main path failed. For success rate is the average over five independent runs.
the success of individual packets, ant-routing did not help. For each run, 100 data packets are generated. Besides
In contrast, our proliferation routing aims at reliability- the mean values plotted in the figure, the maximum
oriented transmission service for each data packet. We ap- and minimum values are also shown with a vertical bar.
ply randomized dispersity and reproduction mechanism to
improve the survival rate of packet copies so that overall the * Communication overhead (£). It is the total number of
transmission success rate has the guarantee. transmitted packets of all nodes in the network, includ-

ing sending and forwarding.

3 Wireless Communication Characteristics Three kinds of routing techniques are investigated:

In this section, we show some experimental results to 1. Flooding-like routing: Packet-loss avoidance ap-
reveal the unique characteristics of wireless communica- proaches by multi-path in essential share a common
tion in WSNs. We evaluate the performances of some idea of restricted flooding in a particular region. They
fundamental routing techniques including blind flooding, have a similar behavior in the context of the one-
geography-based, and gradient-based routing. The key dimensional network. This type of routing techniques
problems of existing approaches are highlighted, which mo- is called flooding-like routing this paper.

tivateus tothedeign anew tansmision srvice 2. MCFN-like routing: MCFN [20] is a representative of

3.1 Test-bed setup hop-count based routing algorithms using single pathto transmit.

Base on the Berkeley Mica2 platform, our test-bed is 3. GPSR-like routing: GPSR [13] routing also employs
composed of one sink node and 15 sensor nodes. We adopt a single data path. But geographic information is used
special topology that was employed in many empirical stud- instead of the hop count.
ies ..[10, 13, 15, 17, 27]. All nodes are uniformly placed
along a straight line forming a chain topology of 15 meters
long. The sink is put at one end of the line and the other end 3.2 Impact of network density
of the node serves as the data source that generates packet.
Other nodes only serve as forwarding nodes. The transmis- We first study the impact of network density. Figure 2
sion power is set to be Odbm, resulting in a transmission shows the success rates vof flooding-like routing in an out-
range of about 4 meters. The wireless frequency is set to be door open-space environment. From Fig. 2 we can find that
890 MHz with the bandwidth 38.4Kbps. The packet size is initially the packet cannot be delivered to the sink due to the
fixed 36 bytes, resulting in a maximal capacity of 133 pack- weak radio signals. As the number of nodes increases, it is
ets per sec (pkt/s) per link. The packet generation rate is 0.5 not surprising that the success rate increases accordingly.
pkt/s unless otherwise indicated. Both indoor (Fig. 1) and When there are 6 nodes, v arrives at the peak about 80%,



and the performance is pretty stable - the difference between Q
maximum and minimum values is less than 5%. However, proces

one additional node has the dramatic negative impact. The
success rate v of 7 nodes varies in a large scope from 45% to D faiure
78% with mean about 60%. With the further increased num- Randomized

dispersity
ber of nodes in between, the success rate keeps decreasing. 2_
For 12 nodes v is about 20% and for more than 13 nodes v
is less than 5%.

One of the main reasons for such a result is due to the Figure 3. general architecture of proliferation
radio interference and packet congestions. In traditional routing
multiple-path approaches, different data paths are inter-
leaved or meshed to each other. The multiple forwarders
are likely to collide with each other and make congestions end-to-end success rate.
in some nodes, resulting in severe packet-loss. Per-hop re-
covery, which increases the success rate by local retrans- 4 In-middle Recovery and Proliferation
missions, will have a similar problem. It may deteriorate Routing Design
the packet-loss for those due to radio interference and con-
gestions. Note that in such situation, there is only one data On target of filling the gap between per-hop recovery and
piece to be transmitted and such a single data packet does end-to-end recovery, in-middle recovery allows packet-loss
not overwhelm the network. However, congestions occur. to be recovered in a larger scale than per-hop. It can be doneWe term this phenomenon as self-congestion. either reactively such as using ACK and retransmissions, or
3.3 Impact of environments proactively as we did in this paper.

The basic idea is that we estimate the packet-loss in
a several-hop manner. By applying an appropriate com-

We conduct the same experiments in an indoor labora- pensate algorithm we balance the packet-loss and packet-
tory environment. We observe more variations of the per- generation so that the end-to-end service quality can be
formance compared with that of the outdoor (not shown). In guaranteed regardless the length of data paths and the scale
such setting, four nodes obtain the peak performance of up of network. To realize such an idea, we design and imple-
to 90%. But one more node makes v sharply decreased from ment proliferation routing.
90% to 10%. Even worse, the configuration of six nodes In the rest of this section we first introduce the funda-
cannot deliver packets, although this configuration achieves mental architecture of proliferation routing. We then de-
the peak performance in the outdoor environment. There scribe each component respectively.
are another two performance peaks in the indoor environ-
ment. The peaks seem to have no connection with that of 4.1 Basic architecture
the outdoor environment. We believe this complex behav-
ior is mainly due to the well-known multiple-path reflection The core idea of proliferation routing is randomized dis-
effect. persity of packet copies combined with a reproduction pro-

cedure. An example is illustrated in 4.2. The data source S
3.4 Impact of routing metrics initiates several data copies (called seeds) towards the desti-

nation D. Seeds are dispersed to the network by a random-
In this set of experiments, we investigate MCFN-like and ized technique to exploit the spatial diversity. Some paths

GPSR-like routing in outdoor environments. Experimental (seeds) may fail. A seed that successfully finishes a cer-
results (not shown) show that MCFN-like routing presents tain number of steps (4 hops in the example, called lifetime)
poor success rate no matter how many intermediate nodes will reproduce several new seeds in order to compensate
are deployed. Five nodes have the v about 5%, while 10 lost seed. The node conducting reproductions is called re-
nodes have a slight improvement to about 10%. The main producer. Proliferation routing is composed of three com-
reason for such a poor performance is due to the bad link ponents:
propagation problem. Due to the metric of minimal hop Capability-based path finder to find more productive
counts, usually the link of low bad quality that connect dis- data paths for seeds;
tant nodes are more likely to be explored during routing,
while the high quality links are likely to be ignored. There- * Seed splitter to disperse the seeds over the network
fore the routing paths by hop-based algorithms are com- so that congestions and radio interferences can be re-
posed of those low success rate links, resulting in a low duced; and



SuccessRate VS. Data Path Length* Seed reproduction to compensate packet-loss during 10 tX = L:gXh
transmissions.

In the next we introduce each of these components in de-
tails.

4.2 Capability-based path finder 10 15 20 25 30

Capability-based path finder is similar to the loss-aware Figure 4. v against L, given seed lifetime r 5
routing metric. The idea is that every node maintains a ca- and A = 0.9
pability value that reflects the estimated transmission suc-
cess rate from the node to the sink by a single path. Initially,
the sink has the capability 100% and all the others have the 4.4 Seed reproduction
capability 0%. Beacon messages are exchanged between
neighboring nodes to calculate the link quality. Based on Besides the original data source, intermediate forward-
such link quality information, all the neighboring nodes of ing nodes are also allowed to reproduce seeds. The number
the sink are able to calculate the according capability. Then of new generated seeds in each reproduction is called re-
the 2-hop neighbors of the sink are able to calculate based production coefficient T. Seeds carry a Time-to-live (TTL)
on these 1-hop neighbors as well. This process repeats and value (the seed lifetime r actually). When TTL=0, the node
propagates until every node obtains its capability. receiving that finished seed then becomes a seed reproducer.

In later we will see when to use this capability-based path Therefore, a reproduction is triggered by the seed. The seed
finder. lifetime r is the hop distance between adjacent reproducers.

4.3 Multiple seeds with seeds splitter 5 Analysis of Proliferation Routing

In proliferation routing, multiple seeds (data copies) are In this section, we investigate and analyze the impact of
employed. In order to minimize collisions and interferences control parameters on the proliferation routing. There are
between seeds, we design a seed splitter algorithm to dis- three key parameters: reproduction coefficient T, random
perse the seeds over the network. The major difference of walk steps wo, and seed lifetime r. Our analysis is based
our splitter algorithm and traditional multiple-path scheme On a simplified model that all the links have a fixed success
is that the trails of seeds are designed to be disjoint, while rate A. Analysis over more complex models is left for future
traditional multiple-path attempts to use interleaved or mesh work.
paths. Different from the more recent work, our algorithm
requires no geographic information [15]. 5.1 Reproduction coefficient T

The seed splitter algorithm works as follows. As exem-
plified in 3, the whole transmission from S to D consists In this subsection, we investigate the impact of the repro-
of many periods, each of which is from one reproducer to duction coefficient T. Denote the total data path length as
the next reproducer. In each period, the travel of a seed has L. For simplicity, we assume L/ris an integer denoted as
two phases: the randomized dispersity phase and the deter- 0=L/r the number of periods. A period is the transmission
ministic phase. In the randomized dispersity phase, a seed from one reproducer to the next one. The main objective in
randomly traverses the network by several hops (called step this subsection is to derive the function of the success rate v
of random walk w). The seed then enters the deterministic against the parameters A, 0 and T. Due to the space limita-
phase by following the capability-based path finder to com- tion we omit the procedure of derivation. Let p(k, 0) denote
plete the rest journey. When a seed successfully finishes its the probability that kseeds are successfully transmitted after
lifetime, it arrives at a seed reproducer and begins to repro- 0 periods. It can be calculated by:
duce.

The advantages of disjoint seed paths are three-fold. p(k, 1) = (T)(A)k(l- A)T-k
First, congestions and radio interferences can be mitigated p(k, 0) = (((K)(A )k(l _( - A K kp(K, 0 - 1))
over the network. Second, the spatial diversity is leveraged (1)
so that the high dynamic wireless links are alleviated. Third,
the hot-spot problem can be avoided. By balancing the traf- Therefore th fucinoirasisosucesrt
fic among nodes high capability nodes will not be over uti- agis s
lized. v(})~Z= e p(k0) (2)
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where p(k, 0) is given by Equ. 1. According to the probability theory [10], the randomized
The total energy cost E in terms of the number of trans- dispersity phase in a network can be considered as a Markov

mitted packets is: chain stochastic process. Therefore Pfree can be calculated
by:

() 0=1E=1p(k,0) kr (3) Pfree(dW(d,w)/T((d - T!) (4)

Figure 4 plots v against L (L 0 x r) with respect to where d is the network density represented by the average
different T, given A=0.9 and seed lifetime r=5. For the 1- node degree .41.[1].
seed and 2-seed configurations, the success rate v sharply Due to the space limitation, we only depicts Pfree
decreases to an unacceptable level. For the 3-seed con- against d and wo, given T=3 (Fig. 5). On one hand, in-
figuration, the success rate is steadily maintained to up to creasing w can surely reduce the probability of seed col-
85%, and the case of 4-seed has additional 7% improve- lision. For a network setup with a moderate density d=9,
ment. From this figure, we can conclude that 3 seeds are Pfree reaches 91% when w =2 and 97% when w =6.
required to provide an acceptable success rate in such a set- Given T=4, w=4 can improve Pfree to 92%, compared with
ting. 84% of w=2. On the other hand, these achievements are

greatly compromised by the increasing reproduction coeffi-

5.2 Random walk steps o cient T. For w=2, T=3 has Pfree=97%, while T=4 has only
Pfree=69%. With the combined considerations of these re-

The lifetime of a seed consists of two phases, the ini- sults, we eventually choose w=4 and T=3 in our work.

tial randomized dispersity phase and the left deterministic
packet traversal. In this subsection, we focus on the ran- 5.3 Seed lifetime r
domized dispersity phase.

The key issue in randomized dispersity phase is the radii An appropriate lifetime ris a tradeoff between the trans-
of the randomized dispersity region. It is controlled by the mission success rate and the energy cost. Figure 6 shows the
random walk step w. Ideally, we should avoid the seed col- success rate v as a function of r, given L=30 hops, A=0.9,
lision in the randomized dispersity phases. Here a seed col- and T=3. We can find that with increased r, the success rate
lision means that two seeds arrive to the same node at the is nearly linearly decreased. In the scenario of r =30 where
end of the randomized dispersity phase. We use the metric the whole transmission is only one period (i.e., we disable
the probability that none two of random walk paths meet at the reproduction function), the end-to-end success rate is
the end, called the probability ofseed collision free (Pfree). less than 15%. The high success rate is however obtained at



the cost of high transmission overhead. The configuration 1 0 X=0.9
of r = 5 transmits about 460 packets, nearly 10 times larger ' 80 ' __ X
than those of other configurations. With considerations of 60

all these results, finally we suggest r 8 in such a setting. 40X

6 Performance Evaluation °0
Total path length

In this section, we investigate the performance of prolif- Figure 9. v of proliferation routing with differ-
eration routing using implementation and simulation exper- ent T, given A=0.9
iments.

6.1 Experimental results
forms all the others. Flooding-like routing has a similar per-

We implemented proliferation routing protocol in the formance in low density settings. In high density settings,
same test-bed of Section 3. Due to the space limitation, the self-congestion problem becomes serious, resulting in

we present some representative results. We set the control a sharp decrease of the energy efficiency. Due to the bad
parameter T=3, w=4 and r=8 as suggested in the last sec- link propagation problem, both MCFN-like and GPSR-like
tion. For the configurations of the network size less than 9 routing present an extremely low efficiency.
(including the sink), there is no reproduction. 6.2 Simulation results

6.1.1 Success rate
Due to the limited scale of our implementation test-bed,

Figure 7 plots the success rate v of proliferation routing in we also conduct simulation experiments to study the scala-
outdoor environments. It shows that when the network has bility of proliferation routing. Some representative results
enough density of sensors, the transmission reliability can are presented.
be steadily maintained at a high level regardless the further To study the behavior of the proliferation routing for
redundancy of forwarders. For configurations of more than large-scale networks, we developed a packet level simula-
5 nodes, the average success rate is more than 70% and in tor which is able to support millions of nodes. However, this
some cases, it is up to 99%. The sharp increase from 9 scalability does not come for free. Our simulator simplifies
nodes to 10 nodes is mainly due to the reproduction pro- the underlying MAC layer to a probability-based transmis-
cess. Figure 7 also compares the success rate of all rout- sion service. A wireless link between a pair of neighboring
ing schemes including MCFN-like, GPSR-like, flooding- nodes has a fixed probability (A) to deliver a packet, which
like, and proliferation routing. These results demonstrate varies from 0.6 to 0.9 according to the requirement of the
that the proliferation routing performs the best among all experiments. This model enables us to reduce the effect of
these investigated routing algorithms, achieving up to 70% different MAC implementations and concentrate on the per-
improvement of success rate over flooding-like algorithms formance of our algorithm in an unreliable environment.
in certain cases. The wireless communication complexity
can be effectively compensated by carefully designed rout- 6.2.1 Success rate
ing/recovery mechanisms.

Figure 9 shows the success rates vof proliferation routing
6.1.2 Energy efficiency with different values of reproduction coefficient T, given the

link quality A=0.9 and seed lifetime r = 8. The length of
Rather than caring the total consumed energy E, we are data path varies from 0 to 160 hops. These curves show
more interested in the energy efficiency. The energy effi- two things. First, proliferation routing can present a stable
ciency (rj) is defined as the ratio of the success rate v to the performance despite the length of the data path. For T=3,
energy cost E scaled by the minimum number of hops from v quickly converges to a stable value of about 60% after 20
the node to the sink, r = v hop/£ 100%. Its physical hops, and for T=4, it is at about 80% regardless the total
meaning is that how much of the transmission success rate number of hops. These results demonstrate that prolifer-
is contributed for each transmitted packet. The upper bound ation routing can successfully attack the problem of long
is one, meaning that every hop advance is accomplished by transmission paths. The second observation is that prolif-
one transmission. eration routing provides a great flexibility. Users can eas-

Figure 8 shows that the efficiency rj of proliferation rout- ily adjust the control parameters to obtain a desired success
ing is about 8%, which is not so encouraging. But it outper- rate.
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